How Can Lung Cancer Patients Stay Involved in Research to Innovate New Treatments?

Key Terms Used
“ROS1ders”: A group of patients and caregivers dealing with ROS1+ cancer
WCLC: World Conference on Lung Cancer annual meeting
Personalized Medicine: Medicines being tailored to the individual patient
Genomic Testing: Testing DNA alterations driving the growth of a particular tumor
Standard of Care: Treatment widely accepted by experts for a certain type of disease
Driver Oncogene: A gene-driving cancer

Full Lung Cancer Glossary Here

Related Resources
Expert Perspective: What Are Doctors Testing for in Lung Cancer Patients?
Are Targeted Therapy Side Effect Profiles in Lung Cancer Improving?
What Treatment Options Are Available for Lung Cancer Patients With No Driver Mutations
You've Been Diagnosed With Lung Cancer—Now What?
Remote Second Opinion Guide Here

Advocacy Groups
IASLC
#LCSM, The Official Blog of Lung Cancer Social Media
Lung Cancer Foundation of America